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PER J. ANDERSSON
Per J Andersson is a writer and journalist, with a number of India and travel
related books on his résumé. He is the co-founder and editor of Sweden's
most well-known traveler's magazine, Vagabond. His book The Amazing
Story of the Man Who cycled from India to Europe for Love was translated
into 17 languages and became a best-seller and was for a long. In Germany it
was #2 on Der Spiegel’s best-seller list.

For readers of Sten Nadolny

ALL ABOARD! HOW YOU LEARN TO STOP WORRYING ABOUT
CLIMATE CHANGE AND LOVE TO TRAVEL BY TRAIN
Ordfront Förlag Sweden 2019/2020 and Verlag C.H. Beck Germany 2020

In times of climate change and shifting global powers, traveling by train can offer not only
a green alternative but also fascinating way of exploring the distance between two places
and the people you meet on the way…
In this book Per J Andersson makes us his travel companions on enthralling train rides
throughout the world. We embark on classic train journeys through the gruff North of
England and on Indian railroads, on exhausting long-haul train rides through America and
even on a trip on the infamous Orient Express from Paris to Istanbul.
While we watch the world roll past us through the windows, Andersson tells
us all about what we see and about everything else hidden from our view:
from stories and meanings behind train stations to the multi-layered history of
train travel itself, its value in different times and places, how humans
experience and use trains and what impact the railway will have in the future.
As trains represent participation, social responsibility and environmental
awareness, everyone who believes in a future for the railway also believes in
the value of caring for future generations.
Andersson has written an exciting and informative book that will make every
train ride an astonishing experience.

A powerful reflection on the importance of train travel and a mesmerizing love letter to trains

QUOTES ON PREVIOUS BOOKS
“[Andersson] knows how to combine personal travel experiences with the history of travel. Instead of
dreary diary entries with all too concrete tips Andersson has written a real textbook of travel. An
explanatory book that depicts why people keep coming back to discovering new countries and
cultures. And a self-discovery book peppered with philosophical wisdom.” – Christian Haas,
abenteuer und reisen
“Suddenly legs begin to twitch because they want to wander off, and the heart fills up with a desperate
longing for distant horizons. A dangerous reading experience for people with permanent residence –
but so wonderful at the same time.” – Kenneth Gysing, FEMINA
“This book is an inspirational and thought-provoking mixture of travel-reports and essays from
different perspectives about travelling … To travel does not mean to rush and to be in a hurry but
rather to find and discover different homes.” – Johan Werkmäster, Göteborgs Posten
“A book for those who want to live (and travel) more consciously.” – Berge und Meer
English synopsis available
World rights available, Sold to: Germany (C.H. Beck), India (MacMillan), Italy (Utet)

PER J. ANDERSSON

THE WORLD IS BEAUTIFUL TO THOSE WHO TRAVEL
230 pages, Ordfront Förlag (Sweden) and Verlag C.H. Beck (Germany)

To travel is to expose yourself to new sounds, smells and customs. To travel is to learn
that the same problem can have several different solutions. In a time when xenophobic
currents are getting stronger it’s more important than ever that we try to view the world
from different perspectives. But travel needs to become more sustainable, wiser and
better. Andersson looks at travel as a phenomenon. He hikes through mountains, walks
through bazaars and slums, travels on a bus through India and hitch-hikes through
Europe. All the while discovering that what is different and unknown sometimes feels
tough, but soon something else replaces the insecurity. The book is a celebration of
travel and wonderfully inspirational.

Already sold over 60.000 copies in Germany and reached Spiegel Bestseller list #3 for over
40 weeks

QUOTES
“Suddenly legs begin to twitch because they want to wander off, and the heart fills up with a desperate
longing for distant horizons. A dangerous reading experience for people with permanent residence –
but so wonderful at the same time.” – Kenneth Gysing, FEMINA
“This book is an inspirational and thought-provoking mixture of travel-reports and essays from
different perspectives about travelling … To travel does not mean to rush and to be in a hurry but
rather to find and discover different homes.” – Johan Werkmäster, Göteborgs Posten
“Must-read for globetrotters … A real travel guide, that makes you want to travel more and to
rediscover the joy of being on the road.” – Christine Wolf, WAZ
“[Andersson] knows how to combine personal travel experiences with the history of travel. Instead of
dreary diary entries with all too concrete tips Andersson has written a real textbook of travel. An
explanatory book that depicts why people keep coming back to discovering new countries and
cultures. And a self-discovery book peppered with philosophical wisdom.” – Christian Haas,
abenteuer und reisen
“A book for those who want to live (and travel) more consciously.” – Berge und Meer
“Maybe it is not even the trip itself that is the most important but rather the sheer curiosity for one’s
surroundings and the otherness. And maybe you do not even have to travel very far to broaden your
horizons.” – Maria Eriksson, Norrbottens Kurir
Sold to: Finland (Metsä), Germany (C.H. Beck), Japan (Soshisha)
World rights available

Introducing
the international
art thief

Tom Grip

Historiska Media

PHILIP BIRK
Was born in 1993. He studies Law in Malmö and has already self-published a
historical novel. His new Thriller is the start to a series with master thief Tom
Grip. Philip’s grandfather, who was the director of the Randers Art Museum,
known for displaying the painting “Interiör” by Vilhelm Hammershøi,
indirectly inspired him to write this story.

CUT-OFF POINT (KYLDYGNET )
Thriller, about 350 pages, Historiska Media April 2018, Sweden

An incredibly intricate story with the honourable art thief Tom Grip as the main character.
Along with his friend Jonathan, Tom committed sensational robberies until Jonathan died
during a heist in Thailand in 2012.
2016: Denmark’s most expensive painting is stolen from Copenhagen’s Art Museum.
Jonathan’s father commissions Tom to find the painting, but he only has 28 hours – the
painting is secured with a mechanism that will destroy it if it is not put back into place in
time.
Jonathan’s father is the “King” of Denmark’s underworld. His Swedish nemesis the “Khan”
wants to demonstrate his power over the King by stealing his favourite painting. What the
Khan does not know: a stranger took out a member of his crew during the robbery, taking his
place and disappearing with the painting after the successful mission.
And so begins a chase, in which both sides are hunters and hunted at the same time. No one
can trust anybody and everyone has their own agendas. When Tom succeeds in figuring out
the game at the end, he does the utmost to avoid more casualties, even when he has to revise
important information about Jonathan’s death.

QUOTES
“Impressive and skilfully constructed thriller debut” Dagens Nyheter

For the fans of “White Collar” and “Ocean’s Eleven”
German rights sold
World rights available
English sample translation available

NON-FICTION

Erica Fischer

Feminism Revisited
“Not on Daddy’s lap!”
With precision and dedication, Erica Fischer
presents feminism as a social project on which
the future of our planet depends.
About the Book ▪ Has feminism become superfluous? On the contrary! While the global gap
between rich and poor is increasing and racism is
growing, a new self-confident feminism has developed. Based on her experience as one of the
founders of the Austrian women’s movement, Erica
Fischer takes a curious look at the new departure
of young women today. Which issues drive them,
which new questions have been added?
In a mixture of autobiographical essay and portraits of young women today, for whom feminism
is more than quotas and women on supervisory
boards, she shows why courageous commitment is
worthwhile - and can also be fun.
By the author of the world bestseller
Aimée & Jaguar
ıı

© Massimo Cortini

ıı

Erica Fischer is a feminist of the first hour

Specifications

ıı Berlin Verlag Hardcover
ıı March 2019
ıı 320 pages

ıı World rights available

About the Author ▪ Erica Fischer was born in 1943 in St. Albans near
London, where her parents had emigrated from Vienna. She studied at the
Interpreting Institute of the University of Vienna. In 1972 she was one of the
co-founders of the autonomous women’s movement in Vienna. She works
as a freelance journalist, author and translator. She has lived in Berlin since
1994. Her book Aimée & Jaguar became a world bestseller.

Foreign Rights Contacts: Ms. Elisabeth Wiedemann (elisabeth.wiedemann@piper.de) ▪ Mr. Sven Diedrich (sven.diedrich@
piper.de) Piper Verlag GmbH ▪ Georgenstr. 4 ▪ 80799 München, Germany ▪ Tel.: +49 (0)89 38 18 01-735 ▪ www.piper.de

KATHRIN GERLOF
born in 1962 in Köthen/Anhalt, lives and works as a
journalist and author in Berlin publishing numerous
press articles, TV documentaries and books. In 2008 she
published her debut novel, Teuermann’s Silence and her
second novel, All Time, was received with euphoric
acclaim.

On the half-life of love and the tenacity of hope

NENN MICH NOVEMBER
(CALL ME NOVEMBER)
novel, 320 pages, Aufbau Verlag 2018

Marthe and David have left it all behind them: the city, their desires, their
dreams, their misguided hopes for the future. Finding themselves cast out onto
the fringe, they learn that even there, life goes on…
Marthe and David are in financial freefall and have to file for personal
insolvency. Inevitably, they move to the outskirts of a forlorn village, into a
house just barely habitable. The village - encircled by genetically modified
cornfields bound for biogas plants - seems to have lost its soul; even the internet
keeps its distance from the area. The few remaining inhabitants have forgotten
how to live.
When refugees are housed in barracks formerly intended for forced labourers,
the settled order of the village is disturbed. Marthe, tolerated as an outsider and
relentlessly looking for the worst possible news, notices how the village’s
lethargy is gradually dissipating. David, however, becomes increasingly
withdrawn, until one day there’s a note left on the kitchen table.
In an absorbing manner Gerlof delights her readers with her pure and poetic narrative
about »scenes of fire and sore spots in Germany’s history« (Berliner Zeitung).

QUOTES
“An impressively dense novel“– Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
“Gerlof is undoubtedly a great writer” – dpa
“One cannot remain unaffected, not only because of the stories told, but also because of the
way Gerlof writes.” – Berliner Zeitung
Scandinavian rights available
World rights with Aufbau Verlag

LARS GUSTAFSSON
Lars Gustafsson (1936-2016) lyricist, philosopher and
novelist was born in Västerås, in the midst of Sweden.
He studied mathematics and philosophy in Uppsala
and Oxford, and studied upon other in the US. Since
his DAAD-scholarship in 1972 he kept a strong bond
to European intellectuals and influenced many of
today’s authors and thinkers. His books have received
many awards, one of them the Nordic Prize of the
Swedish Academy in 2014.

Mythical transmissions, modern physics, philosophy and fantasy are mixed by Gustafsson in a
way that the reader doesn’t know what will hit them.

DR. WEISS‘ SISTA UPPDRAG
(DR. WEISS’ LAST ORDER)
Norstedts förlag 2019, Roman, ca 150 Seiten

“If I would have the cure, the iron crown, the lost treasure of the Fredegesius brothers, ever
again, then I would maybe understand my own bizarre situation a little better.”
The author of this tale, Doctor Weiß, is a time traveller and he resorts to a risky hunt after an iron crown,
the long lost intelligence amplifier of the Fredegesius brothers. The search leads him into untouched
landscapes of an isolated future; into life threatening enchanted forests and into unbelievable museums
of an era post humanity; in preindustrial shipyards; to Potsdam near end of the 19th century as well as
England in the 1950s. By the time he finally finds the crown, he has to face the decision, whether for
one moment of epiphany he wants to bare the accompanying fatal costs - again.
This book can be read as a colourful and exiting SciFi-story, but also as a type of Coda, as a singular,
feverish, divine moment; a type of echo chamber, in the memories of Lars Gustafsson complete
authorship to clash one last time and to grapple with each other.
Lars Gustafsson died during the completion of this novel. It was edited by Madeleine, Lars’ first wife
and by his eldest son Joen Gustafsson.

QUOTES ON PREVIOUS NOVELS
“The delightful short novel (The Tennis Players) is of the category we might call transatlantic literature
– a tradition begun with de Tocqueville, within which the Old World responds to the New, or vice versa,
with varying degrees of puzzlement and pleasure… the goofy and ingenious storyline combines
elements of European learning and sophistication with the author’s new experience of an American
emphasis on hard competitive athletics, and super-high technology.” - John Updike, The New Yorker
“Lars Gustafsson has an uncompromising vision of the utter complexity of modern life… He loves to
play with possibilities and solutions in a manner that is refreshingly affirmative.” – Eric O.
Johannensson, The New York Times Book Review

World rights available

THE THREE CLASSICS
TENNISSPELARNA (THE TENNIS PLAYERS)
100 pages, originally published 1977

A visiting professor of Swedish literature at the University of Texas, not so
coincidentally named Lars Gustafsson, is teaching a seminar in nineteenth-century
European thought whilst quietly perfecting his game of tennis. His serenity is tested
by a sudden series of bizarre events that turns this novel into a delightful romp
through contemporary academe.

Still purchasable in Italian, German and Swedish. All other translation rights
are free, including English rights.
English translation available

EN KAKELSÄTTARENS EFTERMIDDAG (A TILER’S AFTERNOON)
110 pages. first published 1991

Torsten Bergman, an aging, semi-retired tiler. On this particularly day, Torsten arrives
at an empty suburban villa, partially renovated and left unfinished. As a master
craftsman, he knows what to do and goes about his business, all the while reminiscing
over his past, considering what may be left of his future and daydreaming about the
mysterious Sophie K., the absent occupant of the villa’s upstairs flat.
Like Samuel Beckett, Lars Gustafsson turns the plainest of circumstances into poignant
universals. There are yet roads to travel after we say we cannot go on.
Still purchasable in Germany (Hanser), Italy (Iperborea), Sweden (Albert
Bonniers)
All other translation rights are free, including English rights.
English translation available

EN BIODLARES DÖD (DEATH OF A BEEKEEPER)
Norstedts 1978, 163 pages

“We begin again. We never give up.”
Lars Lennart Westin lives alone in the Swedish countryside. His only company after retiring
early from his job as a teacher are his dog, his bees and occasional visitors. The passionate
beekeeper writes journals, including one about his bee stocks. When he starts experiencing
immense pain, he goes to the hospital, but later struggles to open the letter revealing the
result of his examination. His dog starts to not recognize him and he is not able to take
enough care of the bee stocks, but the visit of two neighboring children lifts his spirit,
although it cannot help with his bodily suffering.
Lars writes about his pain in the journals. An emotional journey through his life begins and
his way of dealing with his body’s pain reveals deeply philosophical reflections on
unconsciousness, human existence, loneliness, love, memories, fear, god, the universe and
most of all: hope.
One of Lars Gustafsson’s most important works, part of the International canon of literature!

Still purchasable in English (US), French, Italian, German and Swedish. Chinese and Danish
rights sold!
English translation available

QUOTES
“The Death of a Beekeeper is a small, short novel. But it contains a lot, creates nature studies and
dizzying cosmic perspectives. Primarily it shows an unusually open portrayal of a dying man.”Åke
Leijonhufvud, Sydsvenska Dagbladet
“The Death of a Beekeeper is a success for the artistic simplicity […] Lars Gustafsson – like Haydn or
Mozart – tells this story about a topic that touches everyone in a simple, light and musical way.” Bertil
Palmqvist, Arbetet
“[Its] rationality and narration lift this novel to a level that makes it one of the most intriguing books
you can read in this day and age, even if it’s just about a beekeeper.” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

AU PAIR
Novel, about 240 pages, Natur och Kultur 2019

A female poet in her forties writes a book about falling in love
with her German teacher at the age of nineteen during her Au
Pair-year in Vienna. Is this just a teeny discomfiture which
means nothing set in a long time-perspective?
From time to time the female poet returns to Vienna. She
studies philosophy, works as a translator, composes poems and
writes nonfiction. She marries and gives birth to a child. But in
her thoughts she always returns to the place where everything
happened – or not happened. Why do some events make a deep
impact on us and turn out to be keys for the understanding of
our deeds and our surrounding?
Au-pair is a story of obsession. Cecilia Hansson closely
combats with a situation until a new window opens, until she
understands a little bit more. She has an eye on failure, longing and creativity. And searches
for answers on how to be yourself.
22 years later she sits in the same hallway in Vienna, where she met Walter at the age of 19.
There is a man with sun-glasses. Is that him? And didn’t we learn from books such as “I Love
Dick” – that a love story is a love story even when it never happened?

For the readers of Siri Hustvedt
QUOTES
"One of the books to talk about this spring" … "Cecilia Hansson both wants to and dares to
go where it hurts most. … Literature can be an experience to open one’s inner heart. And
Cecilia Hansson’s linguistic power has the exceptional talent to make this experience
universal. " Svenska Dagbladet
"Beautiful! ... Au Pair is a book of poignant beauty in the shadow of the faults one creates by
living. " Aase Berg -Dagens Nyheter
"Relevant and complex" Sydsvenskan
"... a lightly time- and-intellectual(Gedankenreise) travel about love, dreams, literature and
how we are formed to be the human we are. " Borås Tidning ”

CECILIA HANSSON
is born in 1973 in Northern Sweden. She is a writer, journalist and translator
from German into Swedish, including poetry by Nora Gomringer and Monika
Rinck. Hansson has lived in Vienna and holds a Master degree in German. She
has published several books of poetry, all highly acclaimed by the critics.
World rights available

KRÝSUVÍK (KRYSUVIK)
Crime novel, Iceland 2018, about 300 pages

Near a shelter in Krýsuvík, a dead construction worker with his
severed head and a play card next to him. Hrafn Grimsson, the red
haired giant, takes on this case with his colleague Olafur Finnsson
and is swept into a circle of secrets, blackmailing, shady business
and a foul game of cards. This act of murder is the signature of
“Mad” Marek Gniewek, a former executioner of the Mafia, who is
supposed to be dead. Why is the murderer copying his signature?
Or is he even dead?
Kinga, a troublesome young girl, gets involuntarily involved and
is accused of murder. In order to prove her own innocence she
now has to investigate herself and is chasing the murderer, with
the police and also her stepfather Cezar Mazowiecki down her
neck, who is more involved than she might have suggested in the
first place…
Private catastrophes mixed with horror and a shadow of darkness that promises death.
A compulsive read with the return of the well beloved character Hrafn Grimsson and as
always violence and horror form a major part in the book. Stefan Manis narrative style is so
literary and convincing, that you can’t put the book down.

QUOTES ON PREVIOUS NOVELS
“This novel is like a nightmare that constantly takes you back to those situations in which
something terrible began. A reliable companion for nights wrought with fever and cold chills.
- Der Spiegel
“Scary and well written, well plotted and a very exciting story.” – Brynhildur Björnsdóttir,
Fréttablaðið, about “Nautid”
Several weeks on the Icelandic bestseller list &
Winner of the Blóddroppin (Drop of Blood), Iceland’s main crime fiction prize.

STEFÁN MÁNI - THE ICELANDIC STEPHEN KING
is born and raised in a small fishing village in Iceland. He has published
more than fifteen novels for both children and adults, all of which have the
harsh, cold, loneliness of the Icelandic nature in common. The stories often
take place in the grey area between good and evil and are full of suspense
and adventure. Their connection with Icelandic sagas and folklore give his
stories a feeling of magic realism, despite being firmly set in the real world.
www.stefanmani.is
English synopsis available
World rights available

SARA MANNHEIMER
REGLERNA
The Rules
Wahlström & Widstrand, Sweden
180 pages

A young woman is searching for her way of life – as she is feeling
rather insecure, she makes up rules for every little detail – but life
is not made for following rules; or rather: rules have to be adapted
all the time to life. While following the narrative I through her
partly amusing, partly desperate search for self-confidence, the
reader is captured by the female narrator voice conjuring up a
lyrical world of language, rich in universal incantations and
existential longing.
An extraordinary story about a female human, analyzing work,
body, sexuality and motherhood by drawing the reader deeply into
everyday situations.

HANDLINGEN
The Action
Wahlström & Widstrand 2011, Sweden
240 pages

A woman. A home with a library. A room filled with books,
with book spines turned against her, a scaring and inviting
room.
In the woman’s striving to overcome her educational
inferiority complex, her exaggerated respect for - and
ambivalent attraction to - books, a great part of her life is
devoted to conquering the world of the “backs”. Something
she has to do without – well, even better than – the Already
Initiated, who also happen to be her closest ones. And even the
people on the bench outside the grocery seem to read Barthes.
At the same time laughing at the hardships of this tackling of
the world’s classical literature, one reads a heartbreakingly
beautiful and poetical depiction of the grief in losing a child. In
the emptiness of what never was allowed to exist, the sharp
lines between life and fiction become fuzzy, and a new opening for literature’s power and
unruly possibilities is created.

QUOTES
”I am impressed by Sara Mannheimer’s debut, not only because she succeeds in capturing
how only the impossible is possible, but also because she is able to keep her linguistically
high level of ambition all the way through.” - Svenska Dagbladet
“I come to think of the Belgian minimalist Jean-Philippe Toussaint. Mannheimer’s language
is more flowery, but there is the same investigating of the everyday-life, the same precise eye
for details, the same imaginative twisted humour and thin veils of irony.” - Fabian Kastner,
Svenska Dagbladet
“Handlingen gives me a strong urge to read – and to live.” - Ulrika Knutsson, Sveriges
Radio
“In her language highflown terms mix with everyday language, scholarly terminology with
clichés and, first and foremost, irony mixes with the most clear-sighted naivety. I am
constantly stricken with cheerfulness while reading this profoundly serious book. The narrator
gets herself in difficult situations that always have an amusing part.” - Ingrid Elam,
Dagens Nyheter

AWARDS
Reglerna was nominated for the August Prize and won the
Borås Tidnings Debut Prize.
Handlingen received the 2012 European Union Prize for
Literature.

SARA MANNHEIMER
Sara Mannheimer grew up in Gothenburg and has studied in the
USA, the Netherlands and the Czech Republic, before settling
down in Stockholm. Besides writing, she runs the glassworks
“Stockholm Heta Glas”.
For more information : http://www.euprizeliterature.eu/node/279

Sample translation in English available!
Translation grants from the European Union
World rights available

AGNES LOVISE MATRE
Agnes Lovise Matre was born and raised in a small village in Norway
and moved to Haugesund, a town on the west-coast of Norway. She has
been working as a teacher in secondary school since 1995. She published
two novels on her own. With Major publishing house Gyldendal Matre
signed a two-book-deal in…

A new thrilling detective series from Norway

SKINNET BEDRAR / APPEARANCES ARE DECEPTIVE
Crime Novel, 340 pages, Gyldendal 2017, Norway

Hardanger’s District Sheriff, Bengt Alvsaker, has taken a two week summer holiday. He wants
to spend it with his eleven-year-old son Thomas, whom he has never met before. The following
day Bengt’s twelve-year-old neighbour girl Ina asks him for help, as her younger brother Anders
has disappeared.
Bengt realizes that he is the last one to have seen Anders alive, in the early morning of the day he
disappeared. The boy was strolling along on the main road by himself in his pyjamas. For Bengt,
life is turned upside down, but not only for him.
A massive search operation is launched for the boy, and little by little a network of violence,
alcoholism, failure of care, sexual abuse and hidden secrets is revealed. In a small community
where everybody knows everybody else, packs of lies are as common as seashore pebbles.
Adults know the game, know whom to trust. But who protects the children when they are
betrayed by the grownups?
APPEARANCES ARE DECEPTIVE is the first instalment of a new Norwegian crime fiction series, in
which the plot is located in the beautiful Øystese in Hardanger. The second novel, ISKALD/ICECOLD, is planned for release in 2018.

QUOTES
“Agnes Lovise Matre's Crime novel is about something happening in one
way or another every single day. That makes it both sore and painful but
also credible.” - Ingvar Ambjørnsen, Dagbladet
“A tasteful Westcoast Crime story … SKINNED BEDRAR depicts how we
fail to look past each other's facades, and it also proves, literally, that you
should not always judge a book by its cover.” – Kjersti Gullvåg, Hamar
Arbeiderblad
German rights sold!
World rights available
In Norway # 14 of the best sold Norwegian crime stories 2017

PER MOLANDER
born in 1950, has a background in applied physics and holds a Ph.D. in control
theory. For many years he has worked on public sector policy analysis (OECD
countries, the FSU area, the Middle East and North Africa, Sub-Saharan
Africa). He has held leading positions in policy reform and has also served as
General Director of the Swedish Social Insurance Inspectorate which he built
from scratch. In 2017 he joined French president Emmanuel Macron’s Comité
d’action publique 2022.
Per Molander’s list of publications comprises around 100 scientific papers,
reports and books. This includes books on political and moral philosophy.

CONDORCET’S ERROR – STATE AND DEMOCRACY UNDER THREAT
Non-fiction, 300 pages, Weyler Förlag October 2017, Sweden

Marquis Nicolas de Condorcet (1743-1794) is one of the fathers of modern
democracy. Writing his intellectual testament while hiding from the security police
during the French Revolution, Condorcet outlined an optimistic vision of humanity
liberated from the yoke of ignorance and political and religious oppression. His
vision has in part materialised. Universal suffrage is the norm across the globe, and
basic education is considered a human right.
On the other hand, negative signs abound. Although the global economy continues to
grow, political freedom is now declining. Religious fundamentalism is on the rise,
and anti-liberal parties have gained momentum in both new and old democracies.
So what became of Condorcet’s vision? What was the error that he committed when
assuming that humanity would more or less automatically liberate itself once the
oppressive schemes of the Ancien Régime had been revealed?
The struggle between the modern and the archaic regime is essentially a struggle between political
Left and Right. Genuine Enlightenment is politically radical. The purpose of the present book is to
show that Enlightenment values such as rationality, democracy and freedom are as brittle as
equality. The natural regime in the province of human beings is neither rational nor democratic.
The development and defence of the modern regime requires an institution with the capacity of
carrying out these tasks – a strong state.

A strong state is needed to defend democracy, rationality and equality – period.
QUOTES ABOUT THE ANATOMY OF INEQUALITY
“Why are all societies unequal–and can you do something about it? Per Molander scrutinizes the
issue with astonishing erudition … brilliant and relevant.” – Stefan Jonsson, Dagens Nyheter
“Molander is a calm yet challenging voice. He offers no simplifications to comfort us, only the
well-founded belief that the journey is worth the effort.” – Ulrika Knutson, Sverigesradio
“Per Molander analyzes the mechanisms, logic and strategies of different ways of organizing
society along with the pros and cons of each. For anyone seeking to understand how we have gotten
where we are today and what the alternatives moving forward might be, Condorcet’s error in an
excellent place to begin.” – Sheri Berman Professor, Department of Political Science, Barnard
College, New York.
English synopsis available
German rights sold to Westend Verlag
World rights available

LARS MYTTING
was born in 1968 in Fåvang. Mytting worked as editor and
journalist for Norway’s largest newspaper Aftenposten
before he published the novels VÅROFFERET and
HESTEKREFTER. His first non-fiction book NORWEGIAN
WOOD spent more than a year on the non-fiction bestseller list in Norway.

NORWEGIAN WOOD: ALL ABOUT CHOPPING, DRYING AND
STACKING WOOD — THE SCANDINAVIAN WAY
about 150 pages, originally published by Kagge Forlag, Norway

What is it that makes Lars Mytting’s new nonfiction book about wood chopping so special
that people all over the world can’t get enough of it? One of the reasons for its great success is
definitely its informative content: from different qualities of wood, tools and supplies to the
best time for cutting the wood and the quantity of food a wood chopper needs a day to the
types of ecological worthwhile stoves- no possible question one might have about the subject
of wood will be left unanswered.
But unlike other nonfiction books treating the same subject, Mytting provides so
much more than just dry facts and little tips. He invites all of his readers, even
those who never held an axe in their hands, to discover the fascination that is
attached to the process of making firewood and to think about the environmental
and cultural aspects related to it. Not only middle-aged men living in Scandinavia
but also readers from all over the world, living in all kinds of environments, will
be amused by Mytting’s anecdotes about wood choppers and his thoughts about
the correlation between their ways of chopping and stacking the wood and their
characters.
Reminding his readers that it’s the simple things in life that matter and showing
how people all over the world share the wish to live in a warm and safe place
with their loved-ones, NORWEGIAN WOOD will most certainly continue to brake
sales records in more countries.

BRITISH BOOK INDUSTRY AWARD - NONFICTION BOOK OF THE YEAR 2016
Translation rights sold to: Catalan (Ara Llibres), Czech Republic (Euromedia),
Denmark (Gyldendal), Estonia (Sinisukk), Finland (Bazar), France (Gaia), Germany
(Suhrkamp/Insel), Great Britain (MacLehose), Italy (Utet), Korea (Open Books), Latvia
& Lithuania (Mansards), The Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Norway (Kagge), Poland
(Smak Slowa), Russia (Eksmo), Spain (Alfaguara), Sweden (Natur&Kultur),
USA (Abrams) per August 2017

600.000 COPIES SOLD WORLDWIDE!

LARS MYTTING
A story of dark forces and new energies

SØSTERKLOKKENE (THE SISTER BELLS)
fiction, about 450 pages, Gyldendal Norway 2018

Astrid Hekne, a nineteen year old girl, lives in Butangen, an isolated village in Norway, in 1879.
She yearns for knowledge and dreams of a life with more to offer than giving birth to a horde of
children and dying working in the fields. Perhaps a future as the wife of the young local priest…
Butangen’s priest Kai wants to bring his congregation closer to the modern church even if it’s
against their will. An austere but warm church is essential in his plan and beautiful Astrid as his
wife could be his link to the locals.
Built in 1170, the old stave church of Butangen is one of the few remaining examples of early
Christianisation, unique in its architecture including effigies of pagan deities carved into the
wooden walls. Even the bells – two sister bells moulded in the 16th century in memory of the
Siamese twins Halfrid and Gunhild Hekne – are special. There is the legend that they ring of
their own record when danger is immanent.
In Germany the University of Dresden is highly interested in art history. With Kai’s approval they buy the
stave church and send a student, Gerhard Schönauer, to Butangen to supervise the dismantling of the church
and its resurrection in Dresden.
Astrid is fascinated by Gerhard. He behaves and smells so differently but on the other hand is he the one who
will take the sister bells away from her village. These magical, sonorous and powerful bells donated by her
ancestors. The young woman strongly feels that she can't let them leave, and so she undertakes whatever
seems necessary to keep the Sister Bells at home… All three of them have to struggle with their good
intentions, with their wish for a positive future and their close connection to the past.

# 1 on the Norwegian bestseller list
Nominated for Norwegian National Bookseller Prize 2018
Rights sold to: Denmark (Rosinante & Co), France (Actes Sud), Germany (Insel/Suhrkamp), Italy
(DeAgostini), Lithunia (Alma), Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Norway (Gyldendal), Poland (Otwarte), Spain
(Alfaguara) and Catalan (Ara Llibres), Sri Lanka (Ashirwada), Sweden (W&W), UK (MacLehose), USA
(Overlook Press)
English sample available and World rights available

REVIEWS
“Mytting tells a story of archaic power. He involves us so intensely in this strange world, you start to believe
that you have seen every single carved beam yourself.” – Meike Schnitzler, Brigitte
“Lars Mytting’s novel is sad and smart storytelling. Quiet hours on slow flowing rivers, fly fishing,
conversations, memories, thoughts - this novel is woven like an old carpet. Wise, sad and cleverly told.
Nothing was better in the past, just different. People seem to bring each other in good times as well as in bad
times exactly the proportion of grief that is just or hardly bearable, with inexplicable moments of happiness
in between. That's exactly what the reading of this mythical novel is about.” – NDR, Annemarie Stoltenberg
“The Sister Bells is exciting. A real page-turner.” – Cathrine Loraas Møystad, Østlendingen
“Lars Mytting delivers a wonderful story yet again, full of history, drama, legends, superstition and love.
With his previous novel The Sixteen Trees of the Somme he proved that he can hatch masterful plot and
magnificent characters and he has done it again with The Sister Bells he. (…) Lars Mytting has written yet
another winner. The Sister Bells will be heard loud and clear throughout the fall and well into Christmas.
Probably even longer than that.” – Atle Nielsen, Bok365
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Rights Catalogue 2018

A journey through the motherland of football
• first and only Germanlanguage title about the
„92 Club“ (published in 2017)
• many additional information,
statistics and photographs
(taken by the author: no
additional royalties apply)
• website www.92club.de
features bonus material
• book reviews published by
11FREUNDE, ballesterer ...
• enticing the reader to plan
the first or the next journey
to England
„92 - a journey through the motherland of football“ by Florian Sauer. 22 Euro (D) /
22.60 Euro (AT) / 22 CHF, 540 pages, numerous (>100) photographs, general map
ISBN 978-3-945942-03-1
Anfield, Old Trafford, Stamford Bridge. Every football fan is familiar with the names
of England‘s well known football grounds. However, the motherland of football has
more to offer. 92 clubs compete in four divisions of professional football. And the
grounds are as diverse as the clubs themselves. Every ground has its very own flair,
every club has ist own unique story.
Everyone who managed to visit a match in all 92 grounds is entitled to become a
member of the famous „92 Club“ (existing since the 1970s), which brings avid football fans together who have travelled the motherland of football in its entirety.
This book invites its readers to join Florian Sauer on his way to the „92 Club“ and
his journey through the English stadiums. In 92 entertaining and lively written
chapters, a deep insight into English football and its special attraction is given.
Of interest for veterans of British football travels, as well as for England novices,
many interesting stories around the clubs and the stadiums can be found in the
book, enticing the reader to plan the next tour to the motherland of football.
Florian Sauer was born 1979 in Aschaffenburg. Beside the passion for the beautiful
game in general and the FC Bayern Munich in particular, English football has appealed to him ever since. Since 2007 he runs the website www.fussballinlondon.de,
since 2014 he is a member of the „92 Club“. Sauer lives and works in Vienna, Austria.

ANDREA SCRIMA
was born in New York City. She studied fine arts in New
York and Berlin, where she lives with her family. Scrima
works as a visual artist, journalist, and writer. Her highly
acclaimed first novel “A Lesser Day” was published in
English (Spuyten Duyvil US) and in German (Droschl
Austria).

Esther Kinsky’s No. 1 favorite book of 2018 (Süddeutsche Zeitung)

LIKE LIPS, LIKE SKINS
Literary fiction, ca. 300 pages

On a trip back home to visit her mother, the narrator Felice reflects on her family’s past. Why did
everything go so wrong? Why was her mother so angry, so evasive and unpredictable? Do her late
father’s cryptic journals reveal anything about her parents’ troubled relationship?
After moving from the turbulent East Village of the 1980s to West Berlin in the shadow of the Iron
Curtain, Felice, an artist, hoped that all the miles and years between her childhood and present life
would give her a chance to move past old pain and grow. Later, a mother herself, she understands that
her emotional attachment to the family still runs deep—and that there’s no other chance but to face the
past.
Felice finally succeeds in making peace with the forces that have molded her—but not until she
uncovers family secrets more than half a century old.
Moving portrayals of characters for the most part barely subsisting on society’s fringes alternate with
moments of wider historical significance; storylines are interwoven with passages that explore the
mechanisms of memory and repression. After “A Lesser Day,” readers can once again savor Andrea
Scrima’s extraordinary narrative voice. Layer by layer, she paints a poetic portrait that draws us into
her protagonist’s heart and mind. At the same time, Scrima’s remarkable instinct and powers of
analysis dig below the surface of things; in the end, “Like Lips, Like Skins” is a celebration not only of
the powers of compassion and forgiveness, but—in an evocative prose rich in visual imagery—of art’s
transformative force.

For readers of Rachel Kushner’s “The Flamethrowers”
Full English text available

REVIEWS OF A LESSER DAY
“A narrative kept closer than a secret, oozing in slow, soft, whispers . . . The work is delicate, yet
naked and unapologetic, and our collective consciousness is greater for Spuyten Duyvil publishing this
small, wondrous book.” — The Brooklyn Rail
“A Lesser Day is poetic, disturbing, elegiac, visceral, and beautiful. Scrima paints vivid, detailed
memories of places to evoke a web of intimate relationships that emerges gradually from a temporal
fog into shocking, unforgettable clarity.” — Kate Christensen
“My favorite book of 2018” … “In A Lesser Day (German edition: Wie viele Tage, Droschl 2018),
Andrea Scrima addresses, with poetic intensity, alienation and non-belonging as a state of mind in a
life lived between two locations toward the end of the twentieth century. The first-person narrator—an
artist—was born in New York and lives in Berlin; occasionally, she returns home to her native city.
Without giving rise to a hierarchy of impressions, the narrator records everyday life between the
present and a remembered past in miniatures that brim with sensory input. Everything is equally
important, like the components in a mosaic. The resulting whole, both subtle and haunting, is made up
of fragments of fragile places. The density of moods is remarkable; it allows the weather, light, smells,
and colors to become physically alive.” — Esther Kinsky, Süddeutsche Zeitung, December 28, 2018

ASTRID SEEBERGER
Astrid Seeberger, born in 1949, grew up in South Germany. At the
age of 17 she moved to Sweden. She studied philosophy, theatre
and film studies and medicine. Seeberger became a renowned
doctor, an enthusiastic scientist and a popular lecturer. Writing has
always been her passion; this is her third novel.

GOODBYE, BUKAREST
Svante Weyler Bokförlag (SE) 2017, 230 pages

A family history: The touching story of pilot Bruno, who was prisoned in Sovjet Union until
1954 and his fate thereafter, told by his niece Astrid.
First after her mothers’ death Astrid was informed that her uncle
Bruno did not die during WWII. He survived Siberian labour camp
and moved to Bukarest together with his fellow friend Dinu, a
Rumanian composer, facing dictatorship again.
But this information comes to Astrid step by step. Like a puzzle
she searches for people who met her uncle, and while telling their
often harrowing fate, scene by scene European history and the
impact of Totalitarian dictatorship reveals the touching story of
refugees.

A story of oppression and fear, sorrow and despair, but also of
love and happiness.

Reviews for her previous book NEXT YEAR IN BERLIN
“Nothing less than a literary highlight.“ - Dagens Nyheter
“Next Year in Berlin is her fiction-debut. It is not an exaggeration to propose - it as a brilliant
one. In summary it can be said that this book answers the question: how can we understand
our history, WWII and all this incomprehensive stuff?” - Sydsvenskan

World rights available
Rights sold to: Germany (Urachhaus)

FREDRIK SJÖBERG
Fredrik Sjöberg would certainly describe himself as a solitary
person. He is one of the friendliest wolves in sheep's clothing, a
biologist, an honorary professor at several universities, author of a
long series of books, which he dedicated to the theme of passion in
many different ways. His books have been published in 17
languages.

Fredrik’s books have been awarded among other the Essay Prize of the Swedish Academy
(2015) and were nominated for the August Prize (Sweden) and for
the Yasnja Polyana Award 2016 (Russia)

MOM IS CRAZY AND DAD IS DRUNK
(MAMMA ÄR GALEN OCH PAPPA ÄR FULL)
200 pages, Albert Bonniers förlag Sweden (2018)

It all starts with a painting in Fredrik Sjöberg’s art collection, picturing two depressed
teenagers one summer day in Menton, France, 1921:
They are cousins, 15 year old Hanna Gottowt (1906–1987) and Lillan Arosenius (1906–
2004). The stage is theirs, even though the real hero of the book is the painter himself,
Anton Dich (1889–1935). He was Danish, married to Lillan’s mother Eva Arosenius,
and is completely forgotten in Denmark and everywhere else, even in Bordighera, Italy,
where he lived during his final years and was buried.
Mom is crazy and dad is drunk is an essay, in style related to Sjöberg’s earlier books,
about the art of failure due to bad luck, bad timing, bad drinking habits, exile and lack of
self-confidence. But it’s also a story of a few extraordinary personalities, among them
the four parents of the girls, drifting around in Europe during the first decades of the last
century. Anton Dich’s close friend Amadeo Modigliani , and even Adolf Hitler, once a
classmate of Hanna’s mother at an art school in Vienna will show up.
It’s a rather slim book, less than 200 pages, constructed like a jigsaw puzzle. The painting is on the
cover; apart from that there are only a few black and white pictures in the book, some old photographs,
and some drawings.
English sample available

QUOTES
“No one but Fredrik Sjöberg could write a story that so easily and naturally associates from one thing
to the other. … There is a gloomy and tenacious undertone, a story of transience, death, fear of failure
and disappearing without leaving the slightest trace of oneself. … Sjöberg has released Anton Dich
out of his cocoon, folded out his wings and gave his painting of Lillan and her cousin Hanna a new
life.” – SvD
“Mamma är galen och pappa är full can be described as an unsuccessful attempt to master
coincidence. Deliberately unsuccessful, should be added, because by definition coincidence cannot be
mastered. But the trials can be both beautiful and elegant, as this example shows.” - Aftonbladet
One of the Best Books of the Year - The New York Times on “The Flytrap”
“Sjöberg's tone is light-footed, unpretentious, sometimes poetic, humorous. Again and again he
assembles mosaic pieces in his double portrait that do not quite fit into the picture and yet they are the
ones that make it perfect.” – FAZ on “The Flytrap”
Rights sold to: Germany (Hanser), Norway (Cappelen Damm), Italy (Iperborea)
World rights available

FLUGFÄLLAN / THE FLY TRAP
Essayistic novel, 220 pages, Nya Doxa Förlag, Sweden

Based on the extraordinary biography of the Swede René Malaise, the man who invented the
fly trap, the literary critic Fredrik Sjöberg has written a novel about Life. It’s a joy to read,
though in its abundance, it is difficult to summarize. The most important question is introduced
on page two: What am I doing here, and why? With curious mind, the author explores the life
of René Malaise, who travelled to Kamchatka, Burma and other exotic places. Sjöberg
investigates his own passion for catching and collecting flies and tells us a story about a
tumbled-down house, which he almost bought because Elias Tegner had used the privy there.
In an entertaining way, he tells us about D.H. Lawrence and illuminates human existence.

Winner of Ig-Nobel prize 2016 in category literature
Nominated for the August Prize
Nominated for the Yasnja Polyana Award 2016 (Russia)
QUOTES
One of the Best Books of the Year
The New York Times * Kansas City Star
“Seductive . . . a quirky and wide-ranging meditation on the deep pleasures of collecting, obsession
and the natural world.” —The New York Times Book Review
“A charming, off-the-beaten track, humorously self-deprecating memoir. . . . Filled with delightful
observations. . . . The Fly Trap stands as proof that great writing can lend a buzz (sorry!) to even the
most unlikely subjects.” —NPR
“The Geoff Dyer of Sweden: Funny, astute, intellectually voracious, simultaneously self-absorbed and
self-critical.” —Kathryn Schulz, The New Yorker
“Style and humour are of the kind that one thought was lost. The magic of this narrator even manages
to change a hover fly into a literary heavyweight.” – Stern
“Fredrik Sjöberg finds time to follow extraordinary trains of thoughts, whenever he explores certain
issues. For example, regarding the fact that everything nowadays moves faster and faster: “What a
pity. But, wouldn’t it be far worse if it were the other way around –everything going slower and
slower?” – Dagens Nyheter
Translation rights sold to: Croatia (Hena Com), Denmark (Hr. Ferdinand), France/Canada
(LesAllusifs), Germany (Eichborn), GB (Penguin) and USA (Pantheon), Iceland (Bjartur), Italy
(Iperborea), Netherlands (Donker), Norway (Spartacus), Russia (Corpus), Spain - Castellano &
Catalan (Pabst&Pesch), Turkey (Monokl)

Full English translation available

